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Among our SprutCAM innovations are: the development of a new 3D software for modeling, scanning,
printing, and analysis; a productivity-boosting solution for milling and milling machines, and the
world's smallest SprutCAM to date. The SprutCAM Studio is a multi-tool for 3D printing, milling,

scanning, postprocessing, and workbench apps. The Studio allows users to share with Printy in real
time. Whether you are a hobbyist or an experienced user, the SprutCAM Studio will make everyone a

professional. SprutCAM user group members are often surprised at our difference in mentality towards
building a tool. We approach a problem, and we like to solve it. We have to make the tool work, but

then we often try to have fun with the tool. This is quite similar to the mentality of students when they
first start learning about the mechanics and physical properties of different materials. We build and
test simple and free tools, because we believe that they will improve themselves with time. We are

users of CAD/CAM systems for 20 years. In this period, we tested more than 6 valued brands. Recently,
we performed research with 5-axis milling. The prototype of a trunnion table with zero backlash was

developed and tested with SprutCAM. The SprutCAM was the best acquisition for our 5-axis
applications. Features include all the same free features and functionality that today’s SprutCAM users
are accustomed to—including an intuitive setup utility that doesn’t need a command line—as well as

the industry-leading PostInPlace technology, which lets you automate postprocessing in place, without
the need to create a separate file.
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The first model of our custom machinery we had to purchase in advance
because we would not have an idea of how much it would cost until after
we received our quote from SprutCAM. We thought this sounded like a
hassle, but the dealer and SprutCAM made it painless and simple. Not

only can SprutCAM duplicate mechanical part designs, it can also sense
any inconsistencies in a part due to dimensional or tolerance errors. And
if that happens in your initial attempt, you can adjust your CAD model or
try again. As with our other purchase, SprutCAM really made the process

simple. If you feel good that you can move on, you can move on. All of the
dealers who sell SprutCAM are extremely helpful and knowledgeable.
They really go the extra step to make sure we are satisfied with our
product. I had just finished school (undergrad) when I had started

purchasing my first machining system. I was still figuring out my new
profession and wanted an affordable way to practice. So, I started with
CNC. I started with Lathes and Micro Mill for bigger work and finally did
my first CAM system with the SprutCAM. After using SprutCAM X Expert

for a short period i feel confident i can recommend it to other cnc
operators because of its ease of use, good support,good price and ability

to read solid edge models and produce error free code. To be more
specific about support. I was sent a post processor for my controller
within 2 days after sending a sample program. Other good points:
operations can be saved and used again on similar jobs with new

geometry. Also by just ticking 3 boxes programs can be output with
smooth arcs in G17 G18 G19 planes. Another good feature is the ability to

recognize holes in solid models. 5ec8ef588b
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